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1. Introduction
‘Predictive maintenance is essential for the replacement and renovation operations’. This argument
was put forward by Jan Slager, director Replacement and Renovation at Rijkswaterstaat, at the
Management & Maintenance of Infrastructure conference on 10 April 2019 in Rotterdam. This indeed
ties in seamlessly with the objectives of the COB tunnel programme, for the long term, namely
implementing 80% of renovation operations as regular management and maintenance. Three projects
related to this challenge were initiated during the first year of the tunnel programme (2018-2019):
Identify the risks, the committees/expert teams Joints, Deformation, Degradation and the overarching
steering committee, and Know your tunnel. During the first year, these groups focused on drawing up
an initial analysis of the problems and potential tactics for research and solution finding.
Based on this analysis, in close consultation with Rijkswaterstaat and other participants of the COB, a
plan of action has been drawn up for the development line Civil line (re)construction (in short: Civil)
for the coming period until 2030. You find this plan here.

1.1

Programming for rapidly making up knowledge gaps

At present, it is still not possible to implement predictive maintenance or to reliably determine the
actual scope of a tunnel renovation project. There are clear knowledge gaps in respect of civil
engineering and those shortfalls can only be made up by jointly organising a process of rapid
knowledge development. In that process, we will make use of the unique momentum resulting from
the fact that in the Netherlands and Belgium alone, in the period between 2019 and 2030,
renovation work will have to be carried out on at least thirty tunnels. This huge challenge offers us
the opportunity to divide the necessary research into manageable chunks, gain more practical
experience tunnel by tunnel, and to then use the results in tackling the next tunnel project. For the
period 2020-2030, we expect to make up the most important knowledge gaps in this way.

1.2

Programming with practical projects in the Netherlands, Belgium and
Europe

The underlying principle is that for each practical project, a structural health analysis (SHA) will be
undertaken. Based on this analysis, the tunnel owner will gain a clear insight into the civil engineering
condition of the tunnel: which components still satisfy the residual lifetime requirements and which
components need renovation?
The degree of accuracy of the SHA will depend on the information available and the knowledge of
potentially occurring failure mechanisms. At present there are still clear shortfalls in several areas:
• Substantive engineering knowledge in respect of deformations, joints and degradation.
• Available monitoring data.
• Access to and interpretation of the available data.
• Access to data and knowledge of comparable renovation projects.
As long as these shortfalls still exist, it is important to make use of expert knowledge that is united in
expert teams where clients, contractors and knowledge institutions jointly ‘puzzle’. Within the COB
there are a steering group and three expert teams that develop and safeguard knowledge and offer
support at an SHA, see chapter 2. Chapter 3 explains in stages the process underlying an SHA in a
practical project and shows the role of the expert teams.
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By making up these shortfalls and gathering, retaining, accessing and interpreting the information in the
appropriate manner, each subsequent SHA can be undertaken with greater certainty. Monitoring and
inspection data from the practical projects will be required to answer the questions of a tunnel owner
and for research studies. Data may relate directly to the questions in the framework of the renovation of
the tunnel itself, but may also be of a more scientific character aimed at solving knowledge gaps in the
future. To capture and enhance the knowledge, a set of instruments is developed (chapter 4) and
scientific embedding is provided (chapter 5).

1.3

Programming in work packages

The components mentioned above are included in four work packages, see the diagram below. Work
package A forms the basis; this has already started in 2018/2019. Work package B will be at the
centre from 2020. The set of instruments is developed externally as work package C. Parallel to these
processes, knowledge is scientifically embedded via work package D.

WORK PACKAGE B
Structural health analyse (SHA)
at approx. twenty tunnels
WORK PACKAGE C
Instruments
WORK PACKAGE A
• Steering committee
• Joints committee
• Deformation committee
• Degradation committee

1.4

WORK PACKAGE D
Graduation and PhD
research

Coordinator civil engineering

In order to coordinate the elaboration of the civil engineering development line, to support the
steering committee, to harmonise the activities within the committees, to allocate assignments, to
maintain contacts with the practical projects and to draw up progress reports, the COB had
appointed a coordinator.

1.5

Bring your own tunnel

Starting with two pilot tunnels from Rijkswaterstaat and Tunnelorganisatie Vlaanderen (Drechttunnel
and Leonardtunnel), the COB will search for tunnels with similar problems in Europe. The tunnels in
the Netherlands and Flanders are already included in the COB tunnel programme, so a first selection
will be made in dialogue with the largest renovation programs. Input from other European countries
is also very desirable, because the knowledge gaps must be resolved quickly and fundamentally.
Through our own network and that of CEDR, tunnel owners who want to volunteer their own tunnel
will be actively sought. The first potential partner is the Oresund tunnel in Denmark. Collaboration is
also sought with relevant new construction projects to make the knowledge available to them
quickly. Lantis in Belgium (Antwerp ring road) and the Fehmarnbelt tunnel are the first potential
partners for this.

1.6

Bi-annual European conference

As an important moment to share knowledge and experience, the COB will organise a European
conference every two years [deliverable 12]. The first edition took place in Brussels in 2018, the
second edition will take place on November 27, 2020 in the Netherlands. The next edition will be
organised in another European country to show the European profile of this programme.
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1.7

Deliverables

Throughout this document deliverables are mentioned. These partly correspond with the results as
agreed at the start of the tunnel programme; in part it concerns new expected results. Below you will
find a list of all deliverables.
Part of the original tunnel
programme

Newly added deliverables

Step-by-step plan for
tunnel owners to get a
structural health report
[1]

Blueprint for the
organisation of a
workshop with which
tunnel owners can collect
all available information
[2]

Learning to use the stepby-step plan and the
workshops in tunnel
projects and deliver a
structural health report
[3]

Develop model (s) and
tools for tunnel owners
that help them to design
efficient and efficient
asset management
around the lifespan of
the construction [4]

Risk checklist [5]

Organise and maintain
the three committees
plus the steering
committee until mid2021 [6]

Model for structural
health analysis including
monitoring strategy,
inspection regime and
trigger levels [8]

Investigations within
committees (desk
studies, inspections,
monitoring, lab research)
[9]

Committees are available
to help tunnel owners
with a first interpretation
of results [7]

Generalise results from
committees to reduce
knowledge gaps [10]

Programmatic approach
to practical research.
[11]

Internationalisation;
collaborate with
European partners and
organise a European
conference. [12]
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2. Work package A: Knowledge development
2.1

Steering committee and expert teams

By making up knowledge shortfalls and gathering, retaining, accessing and interpreting measurement
data, each subsequent SHA can be undertaken with greater certainty. This is done through the
steering committee and expert teams of the COB.
If a gap in knowledge is identified during the implementation of an SHA, it will be notified to the
steering committee that will examine the best approach for arriving at the best solution. Because the
steering committee includes both the chairpersons of the expert committees and professors of TU
Delft, this is the ideal platform for integrating scientific and practice-based research.
The expert teams are available [deliverable 6] to assist tunnel owners in interpreting the results from
the studies undertaken in the framework of the SHA and the tunnel renovation itself [deliverable 7].
Within the current tunnel programme there is funding to maintain this committees until mid-2021.
After this period, additional funding will have to be obtained.
The joint goal of the steering committee and expert teams is to reduce the uncertainties within the
status report (including monitoring strategy, inspection regime, trigger levels, etc.) as a result of an
SHA [deliverable 8].
Within the committees, knowledge gaps may be identified in respect of which there is a clear wish to
undertake follow-up study. The following sections describe for each committee the wishes in respect
of follow-up study. [deliverable 9].
The task of the committees is to report on the knowledge they gather so that the knowledge
becomes broadly available. A second task is to generalise this knowledge and integrate it in a system
(see chapter 5) [deliverable 10].

2.2

Deformation committee

This committee has set itself the following targets:
• To map out deformations in existing (problem) tunnels.
• To predict whether deformations could lead to inadmissible situations in the (near) future.
• To determine the most suitable mitigating measures.
• To determine the latest moment by which mitigating measures must be carried out.
• To determine the most suitable monitoring systems for monitoring deformations.
Part of the scope of this committee will include preparing a comparison between the various
monitoring systems.
Both for the Heinenoordtunnel and for the Kiltunnel, deformation measurements have been
provided for and partially already put in place. The initial measurements seem to suggest movement
due to tidal influence. To gain a greater insight into the interaction between the tunnel and the
underground, a soil scan has been carried out in both tunnels, to measure the variation in rigidity of
the underground. The use of monitoring systems and soil scans in other tunnels is also being
investigated. The measurements will be carried out under the auspices of TU Delft, the organisation
that will also be responsible for analysing this data with the assistance of graduates and PhD
students. A member of the Deformation committee will also take part in the supervisory committee.
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For those tunnels for which an SHA is planned, the students will be able to carry out a review of the
readout of the monitoring system and the analysis of the results. They will also offer support in
establishing the system described in chapter 4.
Quite apart from the SHA, within the committee, tunnels have been identified which they are keen to
investigate. Besides the Kiltunnel and Heinenoordtunnel, the committee is also keen to investigate
the Drechttunnel, Botlektunnel, Willemsspoortunnel and in the longer term the Second
Heinenoordtunnel (bored tunnel).

2.3

Joints committee

In 2020, a report will be delivered on the method and results of joint inspection. In each tunnel
where an SHA is undertaken, the recommendation has been made to inspect the joints. The
committee can offer advice on the method of investigating and interpreting the results.
In addition to visual inspection of the joints, the committee is keen to start studies into the
following:
• Omega profiles: Determining in which tunnels major vertical joint deformations are expected.
Undertaking a desk study for these tunnels into admissible deformations. In cases where this
deformation is expected to be critical, undertaking inspections and issuing recommendations
on the measures to be taken, possibly in consultation with the Deformations committee.
• Sand pump GINA profile: As a result of external ground pressure, the GINA can be forced
inwards. Existing desk studies undertaken by the RET must be further expanded so that a list is
generated of tunnels where this phenomenon is critical. An inspection should then be
undertaken for these tunnels to determine the position of the GINA. Approaching tunnel
owners and recommending follow-up investigation.
• The use of cathodic protection appears to offer a promising solution for halting corrosion in the
clamp joints in the floor. It is no easy task to install cathodic protection in the tunnel floor. It is
important to investigate in at least one tunnel how cathodic protection could be installed.
Monitoring the studies in the Kiltunnel, and critically discussing the results.
• Functioning of interlocking: In the majority of joints, there is a transverse force connection. In
the case of major vertical deformations, there are doubts about the construction of the
transverse force connection. In these tunnels, an inspection should be undertaken into the
condition of the structure. On the basis of this inspection, the action plan will be further
developed. This study is planned beyond 2020.

2.4

Degradation committee

The research of this committee focuses on topics such as corrosion of reinforcement and the fire
resistance of materials. The following goals have been formulated:
• Develop sensors for measuring material changes.
• Developing techniques to make sensors wireless/robust/reliable.
• Develop strategies to determine the required number and distribution of sensors in the
structure (location, distance).
• Develop strategies to use the data obtained from sensors and translate this data into a form
that can be used for recovery actions and maintenance plans.
• Implementation of the above in test set-ups and/or structural elements.
• Implementation of the above in actual constructions.
As a basis, the committee is working on a fault tree of the most important failures in tunnels and
associated causes. With this, a handbook "Degradation of tunnels" can be drawn up.
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3. Work package B: Approach structural health
analysis (SHA)
In early 2020, the COB will deliver a report explaining how a structural health analysis (SHA) should
be undertaken. This step-by-step guideline is based on the analysis undertaken by TEC for the
Limfjord tunnel in Denmark. The guideline will indicate which steps have to be taken and what
information has to be provided by the tunnel owner. The steps are described globally in this chapter.
The COB currently plans to carry out this process for 22 tunnels in the Netherlands and Flanders
[deliverable 11].
In preparation for an SHA, tunnel owners can use products that were previously developed in COB
context:
Identify the risks
The project Identify the risks will be completed early in 2020 with the delivery of a risk checklist
[deliverable 5] which includes the most common risks of failure, associated failure mechanisms and
available inspection techniques. The list can be used in an SHA to determine the studies to be carried
out to determine the scope of the renovation.
Know your tunnel
The project Know your tunnel will also be completed early in 2020. The result is a guide with which
tunnel owners can obtain their own "tunnel manual". The contents of this handbook can be used in
the SHA knowledge workshops.
Other examples of knowledge products (in Dutch)
www.cob.nl/document/afkeurniveau-zinkvoegen-bestaande-zinktunnels
www.cob.nl/document/procesmatige-aanpak-tunnellekkages
www.cob.nl/document/lekkage-tunnels-ii

Step 1: Introduction
An SHA process starts with an explanation of the process and the available COB products. The
composition of the COB team and the team of the tunnel owner are determined. From the various
COB expert groups, around eight people will participate, including someone for the sustainability
perspective.

Step 2: Knowledge workshop 1
What is going on with this tunnel? This is the central question during the first knowledge workshop.
The aim is to gather as much knowledge as possible about the status of the tunnel by asking the right
people the right questions. What should the tunnel owner look for, sort out, monitor, inspect, etc.?
The role of the COB team is to inform the tunnel owner on the knowledge about the risks available
within the expert teams, and to point out knowledge gaps that require further study. To make up for
knowledge gaps, it may be desirable to carry out more, or more detailed, research work than strictly
necessary in the framework of the renovation. It will be discussed with the tunnel owner how this
research can be applied. The result of the first workshop is a "shopping list" for the tunnel owner of
the required inspections, monitoring, investigations and information sources.
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The COB will involve key figures from the tunnel owner in organising the workshop, making the
approach of an SHA workshop a widely supported skill [deliverable 2].

Step 3: Undertaking the SHA
The tunnel owner will then set to work on the SHA, possibly calling in market parties to undertake
the analysis and to carry out the necessary studies. To gather all the information about the tunnel, he
can make use of the ‘Know your tunnel’ report prepared by the COB and as necessary request
support from the committee that drew up this report.

Step 4: Knowledge workshop 2, interpretation of the studies
When the results of the studies are known, a second workshop will follow to interpret the results.
Now becomes clear whether there is sufficient knowledge to overcome the obstacles in the
renovation project or whether there are still knowledge gaps. These gaps can then be tackled by the
expert committees. These can offer support in interpreting the study results.

Step 5: Capture intermediate results
Together with the tunnel owner, COB draws up a report about the knowledge gathered so far to
include in tenders (to guarantee a level playing field) and to ensures the knowledge is captured in the
knowledge system (see chapter 4).

Step 6: Tender
The tunnel owner now puts the tunnel renovation on the market – the COB withdraws – and the
tunnel owner makes it clear that this project is (also) a knowledge process.

Step 7: Knowledge workshop 3, sharing knowledge and experience with contractor
After the contractor has been chosen, a workshop will be held to discuss the contractor's additional
investigations. The aim is to identify knowledge gaps and to include the contractor in the knowledge
process. Any additional work (such as investigations and monitoring) is also coordinated.

Step 8: Knowledge workshop 4, Exchange knowledge and experience first half
Halfway through the renovation, a workshop is organised to gather experiences and information,
share knowledge between the client, contractor and the COB, and to interpret results. What do we
see, what does this mean for the implementation of the second half and which data can already be
added to the set of instruments?

Step 9: Knowledge workshop 5, Evaluation and conclusion
After work completion, the knowledge process is completed with an evaluation [deliverable 3]. The
newly acquired knowledge is processed in the set of instruments (see chapter 4). The tunnel owner
has a "health status" for his tunnel, advice for a corresponding monitoring strategy and possibly a
(new version of his) "Know your tunnel" handbook.
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4. Work package C: Instruments
The COB wants to embed the experiences gained within the tunnel projects and the expert teams in
a set of instruments, so that the data can be used in future practical projects and the results of an
SHA become increasingly accurate.

4.1

Knowledge retaining and knowledge access

In 2020, a first concept of a knowledge system will be worked out as a mock-up. For this, the output
of the project Identify the risks and the data and knowledge already available from the various
committees is used.
The development process globally consists of four steps:
• Step 1: Identify ‘tunnel knowledge’
Determine which elements and properties a tunnel consists of, what must be known about these
and what data is then required.
• Step 2: Inventory of available data and information
The elements and properties of the tunnel knowledge can be filled based on the available input.
This inventory also provides insight into the form in which data, information and knowledge are
delivered and thus into the required functionalities of the instruments.
• Step 3: Modelling knowledge
Identify relationships between knowledge elements and properties. The model captures the
semantic relationships, which are needed later when implementing the software.
• Step 3: Demonstration
The demonstration will clarify which questions experts want to have answered through the set of
instruments.
• Step 4: Evaluation
Determine the extent to which changes are needed to meet user demands.

4.2

Knowledge enrichment

A core element of an SHA is enabling tunnel owners to arrive at the optimum strategy for tunnel
renovation on the basis of relevant research and monitoring data (‘data-driven’/‘performancebased’) [deliverable 4]. This implies a system that supports (advices on) efficient and efficient asset
management.
Eventually, a system must be available by 2030, that offers all the functionalities for all aspects
relevant for civil engineering renovation work. However, in order to keep the development
manageable, the decision has been taken to first develop the system for a specific and current
theme: the deformation of tunnels. This will be based on the system developed within the
SBRCURnet committee 1854, as explained in the table below.
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Developing the system for deformations will take place in close collaboration with the expert team
on Deformations. In consultation with this team, the decision was taken that in 2020, the making up
of the knowledge gaps concerning the purpose of the monitoring (A) would be dealt with, more
specifically the development of an intake information template in which the purpose and the
parameters of the monitoring will be recorded. The second component for 2020 will be the gathering
measurement data, including selection (E), whereby the focus will be on applying advanced data
analyses in order to recognise patterns and anomalies, and to consider data that are available
beyond the scope of tunnel renovation (for example satellite data, traffic measurements) and to
investigate the possibilities of big data analyses.
The expert committee will focus on the project-specific aspects while TNO/Deltares will tackle
project-overarching aspects. Once the system for deformations has been developed, it will be
expanded to include other aspects such as the degradation of materials and the residual lifetime of
joints.
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5. Work package D: Scientific embedding
A detailed proposal has been prepared by Wout Broere of the TU Delft for the best way to make our
existing tunnels future-proof. The study areas Monitoring and Renovation are integrated in this plan
within work package D.
On the basis of current knowledge, a number of work packages have been defined for each of these
study areas, and linked to a PhD student. These work packages relate closely to the project plans of
the various expert teams. These teams have a vital task in supervising the PhD students so that the
scientific research of the PhD students and the practical knowledge of the experts together result in
concrete improvement proposals for determining the necessity for renovation.

5.1

Monitoring

To ensure monitoring of tunnels at a sufficient level of detail, a permanent monitoring system will
have to be installed so that both minor horizontal elongations and relatively major vertical
deformations can be measured, without causing any nuisance to traffic. Although optic fibre appears
highly promising, this too has limitations, such as long-term creepage. By combining detailed
deformation measurements with data about for example traffic flows and/or the weather, much
understanding can be gained of the condition of the tunnel, the degree of degradation and the
residual lifetime. Three work packages have been planned. WP1.1 and WP 1.2 have a strong link with
the COB Deformations committee. WP1.3 is linked to the COB Degradation committee
WP1.1 will be focused on determining the optimum measurement system, the choice and/or
development of the correct sensors and determining the ideal layout for the measurement system,
so that traffic is not hindered. A determination will also have to be made of which data need to be
measured and how the measured data can be stored. Once the right choices have been made, the
aim is to install this system in at least two tunnels and to monitor and interpret the resultant data
over several seasons. This data can then be used for modelling tunnel deformations and to
determine the impact of deformations on the geotechnical and structural behaviour of the tunnel.
WP1.2 is focused on developing methods that support decisions on the renovation of (parts of) the
tunnel on the basis of large volumes of data from a variety of sources. This may relate to
deformations but equally the degradation of materials. In addition to gathering the available data,
the objective here is to process this data and to develop models capable of describing the condition
of the tunnel, thereby bringing about the possibility of undertaking predictive maintenance. The
ambition is to carry out a case study in two tunnels.
WP1.3 is focused on the possible mechanisms that result in the degradation of materials, and
determining the measurement techniques required for describing these mechanisms. The aim is to
model the mechanisms and to chart out the consequences for the structure. Once the developed
measurement techniques are deployed, they can be used to refine the considerations that must be
made during an SHA in deciding whether or not to renovate the tunnel.

5.2

Renovation

The area of Renovation focuses on a critical civil engineering component of the tunnel: the immersed
joints. It also relates to the development of modular renovation techniques.
WP2.1 is focused on the development of inspection techniques such as endoscopy, sampling and lab
research to inspect the components that make up an immersed joint. Subsequently, probabilistic
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failure mechanisms will be elaborated that will eventually result in the development of renovation
and conservation strategies. This study represents a more in-depth scientific consideration of the
studies undertaken within the Joints committee.
WP2.2 is focused on an inventory and assessment of existing renovation techniques and the
development of new modular techniques. By means of pilots, these will be tested and eventually be
employed as part of the SHA. During the course of the work, a decision will be taken on which COB
committee has the best experts at its disposal to supervise this work. The research is a follow-up on
the already delivered living document ‘Hinderarm renoveren’ (only available in Dutch at
www.cob.nl/groeiboek/hinderarm-renoveren).
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